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Use of pocket computers for self-administration
of cognitive tests in the field
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u.s. Army Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center, Natick, Massachusetts

A pocket computer is described that can be used by subjects to self-administer cognitive tests
in field situations. Two cognitive tests, a vigilance and an encoding task, were developed for this
computer and used to test cognitive performance during a 30-day military field exercise.

To assessthe cognitive performance of soldiersduring
a prolonged (30-day) combat exercise, portable equipment
was needed for administering tests in the field. The need
to administer performance testsoutside the laboratory has
resulted in the development of specialized test devices,
such as portable reaction time recorders (Wilkinson &
Houghton, 1975, 1982) and computer software for run
ningcognitive testson portable microcomputers (Bittner,
Smith, Kennedy, Staley, & Harbeson, 1985; Drury, 1987;
Schlichting & Wray, 1986).

The selection of portabletest equipment for the 30-day
field testwasguided by several considerations. The length
and nature of the training exercise precluded frequent
(i.e., daily) access by experimenters for administering
tests to troops. At the same time, frequent testing, con
ducted under actual field conditions, was considered
desirable so that variations in performance over the test
period could be tracked. Although these test conditions
constituted a substantial challenge, they are not unique
in applied research, where access to subjects and oppor
tunities for testing in realistic environments can be limited
for a variety of practical reasons.

A POCKET COMPUTER SYSTEM

Pocketcomputershave potentially wide application in
field research. They weighonly 1-21bs (450-900 g) and
are about the size of a large calculator. In comparison,
laptop computersare several times that size and weight.
Although notas powerful in somerespects as laptop com
puters, pocket computers can, in many cases, meet the
memory, programming, and timing requirements for
computer-based administrations of performance tests. In
addition to being portable, some models of pocketcom
puters also have the advantage of low cost. This makes
it feasible to issue several machines to subjects for use
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in the field, possibly equipping each subjectwith his/her
ownpersonal testdevice. Theavailability of multiple com
puters in the fieldgreatly reducesthe administrative bur
den of scheduling multiple subjects for testingon one or
on a smallnumberof computers, permitsgreater control
over the time of day testing is conducted (several sub
jects can be testedat the sametime), and allows complete
independence among subjects whodo notneed to be tested
on the same device.

A market surveyof pocketcomputers identified a num
ber of devices, someof whichare listed in Table I. The
Melard Access, Panasonic Personal Partner, and
MSI PDT ill offer large memory and other powerful fea
tures at a cost of approximately $1,000 per unit. The
Melard andPanasonic computers provide aneight-line dis
play, located in a flip-up cover, whereas the MSI PDT ill
hasonly two lines; however, the construction of the MSI
is more rugged. Applications for all three devices must
be developed on an mM PC-compatible microcomputer,
using separately purchased software development tools,
and then must be downloaded. For the Panasonic unit,
a "pocket DOS" operating system (available fromPocket
Soft, Houston, TX) allows programs written in Micro
soft C or QuickBASIC to run from an EPROM.

Much moremoderately priced are the products bySharp
(approximately $200 per unit, with built-in BASIC).
Although the SharpPC-1350 hasa largerdisplay than the
PC-1500A, the latterhasan internal clockandcanbecon
nectedto an RS232 interface. More recently, Sharp has
introduced the PC-I600, which offersmorememory than
the PC-1500A, a four-line display, an external portable
floppy disk drive, and the facility for running programs
from EPROM.

On the basis of a number of criteria, including cost,
programming features, and size of memory, we selected
the Sharp PC-1500A. Because the intention was to have
subjects repeatedly self-administer tests in the field, it was
necessary to retain the results of each test, preferably
without the need for external mass storagedevices, until
sucha timethat theexperimenter couldprintoutor trans
fer thedata. Thisfacility wasprovided by thePC-1500A's
AUTO RUN statement. A BASIC program with AUTO
RUN as the first statement is started automatically upon
power-on. AUTO RUN, unlike RUN, prevents the ini-
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Table 1
Specifications of Five Pocket Computers

Manufacturer
Melard Technologies
Elmsford, NY

Panasonic MSI Data Corp.
Secaucus, NJ Costa Mesa, CA

Sharp Electronics
Paramus, NJ

Sharp Electronics
Paramus, NJ

Power Lithium cell
(12 h)

Options/Interfaces Internal modem,
RS-232C

170x96.5x33 mm 182x72x16 mm 195x86x25.5 mm

510 g 205 g 375 g

BASICIAssembly BASICIAssembly BASICIAssembly

2 linex 32 char 4 linex 24 char I linex 26 char
LCD 32x 150 dots LCD 7 x 156 dots LCD

4 AA batteries 2 Lithium cell 4 AA batteries
(100 h) (250 h) (50 h)

Internal modem, op- Cassette, portable Cassette, portable
tical wand, portable color printer color printer,
printer, RS-232C RS-232C

Device

Memory

Dimensions

Weight

Language

Display

Access

RAM: 56K+64K or
512K RAM cartridge

216x95x44 mm

672 g

C/Assembly

8 linex 40 char
64x 256 dots LCD

Personal Partner PDT m
RAM: 8K, RAM: 16K,
expandable to 128K expandable to 256K
wi RAM board ROM: 32K plus 16K
ROM: 64K, wi EPROM or 32K EPROM
up to 256K

258xllOx41 mm

890 g

Forthl Assembly

8 linex 80 char
64x480 dots LCD

NiCd rechargeable
battery

Internal modem,
portable printer,
RS-232C

PC-1350

RAM: 5K,
expandable to 21K
wi RAM cards
ROM: 40K

PC-1500A

RAM: 8.5K,
expandable to 24.5K
using memory module
ROM: 16K

Figure 1. illustrated example of the encoding task (see text for
details). Only a portion of the trigraph matrix is shown.
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quence "3 6 3" is not. The latter type of sequence is
called a "distractor." Digits are presented in a continu
ous stream, and the subject depresses a key to indicate
the presence of a target. The experimenter controls the
number and rate of digits presented and the average num
ber of targets and distractors; the exact number and tem
poral distribution of targets and distractors is determined
randomly. Summary statistics for each session include the
number of correct detections, the number of misses, the
number of distractor hits (the number of times the sub
ject incorrectly identifies a distractor as a target), and the
number of other errors. All statistics are computed
separately for the first, the middle, and the last third of
each session. Additional indices of performance can be
calculated manually from these statistics based on the the
ory of signal detection (Davies & Parasuraman, 1~2;

Green & Swets, 1966).
Encoding task. The encoding task is a simulation of

a military communications task and is illustrated in
Figure 1. Subjects are asked to encode a series of five-
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tialization of variables and arrays upon the start of the
program, leaving the memory contents unchanged from
the previous time the program was executed. Provided
that the program is written so that existing data are not
overwritten, it is possible for a subject to run tests repeat
edly, turning the computer on and off as required, while
preserving the data from each run of the program in
memory for eventual printing or uploading by the ex
perimenter.

Another useful feature of the PC-1500A's BASIC is the
LOCK statement. Included within a program, this state
ment prevents the subject from being able to list a pro
gram and to inadvertently change program lines or the
memory contents of any variables. Such safeguards are
important when subjects are given control of the testing
device for prolonged periods of time.

To protect the computer against impact damage during
transport and exposure to dirt and rain, a two-piece plas
tic case was fabricated and lined with shock-absorbent
material. In addition, the computer was vacuum-sealed
in transparent plastic using a household "seal-a-bag"
device. The thin plastic material adhered closely to the
computer and did not interfere with operating the
keyboard.

General Description
Two cognitive tasks, a vigilance task and an encoding

task, were developed and tested on the pocket computer.
Vigilance task. The vigilance task is a modified ver

sion of a task described by Bakan (1959). A series of sin
gle digits is flashed on the screen, and the subject's task
is to detect target sequences. A target sequence is defmed
as an odd digit, followed by an even digit, followed by
an odd digit, where the two odd digits are different. For
example, the sequence "3 6 1" is a target, but the se-



letter"messages" displayed on thecomputer using a "tri
graph" (printed on an index card) and a codebook con
taining a listof five-letter codes. The subject uses the first
codefromthecodebook(e.g., EIQUD) toencode the first
message displayed on the computer(e.g., BNGHT), the
second code for the second message, and so on. The tri
graph is a 26 x 26 symmetric matrix of letters, whose
rows and columns are labeled A to Z. To encodea mes
sage, the subject finds the row in the trigraph correspond
ing to the first letter of the message (e.g., B) and the
columncorresponding to the first letterof the code in the
codebook (e.g., E). The letter in the cell of the trigraph
is the encoded letter (e.g., U), which the subject types
intothe computer. Thesubject encodes the remaining let
ters of the message and finally hits the ENTER key to
enter the entireencoded message. Thecomputer thendis
plays the next message for encoding.

The durationof the encoding task is determined by the
experimenter. The program keeps track of the number
of correctly and incorrectly encoded messages, as well
as the number of letters (as distinct from messages) in
correctly encoded. As in the case of the vigilance task,
data are computed for the beginning, the middle, and the
final third of each session.

Software Implementation I

Beforethe computers are distributed to the subjects, an
initialization routinemustbe run. For the vigilance task,
this routine generates a complete array of random digits
in accordance withtheparameters setbytheexperimenter.
The sequence is different for each computer; however,
only one sequence is generated per machine, and that se
quence is used each time the vigilance task is run.
Although it might be preferable to generate a new se
quence for each run, this process is time-consuming even
on a desktopmicrocomputer and introduces an unaccept
able delay in the field. In order to vary the sequence of
digits from run to run, the list of digits is divided into
10 blocks and the sequence of blocks randomized.

For the encoding task, initialization entailsgenerating
the trigraph matrix and the list of codes (identical to the
list printed in the codebook), both of which are needed
by theprogramto scorethe subjects' responses. Thesame
list of codes can be used by every subject at each run,
since the messages are randomly generated and differeach
time.

The software usesan identification number supplied by
the subject to index the data arrays. Thus, several sub
jects canbe runon onemachine. Thesizeof RAMissuffi
cientto accommodate daily summary statistics from6 sub
jects for 10 days, assuming that each subject runs the
vigilance and encoding tasks once a day.

The softwareoptionally providesthe subject feedback
in the form of a partial listing of a session's results. A
separate print routine exists for the experimenter to list
all the data stored in the computer.
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FIELD STUDY

Two groups of 18 U.S. Army Special Forces troops
participated in a 3o-day exercise designed to compare the
effectsof feeding a reduced-calorie rationanda standard
ration. During the exercise, soldiers engaged in recon
naissance, surveillance, and electronic warfare missions
as partof theirregular training. In addition, soldiers were
issued pocket computer systems (one computer per 2 sub
jects) with instructions to complete the vigilance and en
coding tasks once each day. All troops received prior
training in the use of the computers.

Every 7 days, the subjects assembled at a base camp
for medical evaluations and other testing. At that time,
the computers were collected, the data transferred, and
the programs reinitialized.

Throughout thestudy, thepocket computer systems per
formed reliably, although not entirely without failure.
Data from approximately 5% of the completed test ses
sions couldnotbe retrieved, due in part to problems with
computer hardware.i The complete results of the study
are described by Askew et al. (1987).

CONCLUDING OBSERVAnONS

Although the pocket computer system offers flexibility
for cognitive testing under field situations, thereare some
potential limitations to this testing technique. Testing un
der uncontrolled field conditions introduces variables
(e.g., temperature, timeof day, and potential distractions
during testing) thatwill almost certainly increase the vari
ability of the performance data relative to that obtained
under controlled field or laboratory conditions. On the
one hand, these external influences can be viewed as
nuisance variables that would best be controlled. On the
other hand, the increased variability accurately reflects
the fluctuations in performance thatoccurin realistic con
ditions and maycontain important information for the in
vestigators. Further studies are needed toestablish thesen
sitivity of cognitive tasks administered in this fashion.
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NOTES

I. BASIC program listings are available upon request from the first
author.

2. Some of the computers used in the study were refurbished models
and performed less reliably than the new ones.
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